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As Michael Lewis’s bestseller Moneyball captured baseball at a technological turning point, this
“highly entertaining, very smart book” (James Patterson) takes us inside golf’s clash between its
hallowed artistic tradition and its scientific future. The world of golf is at a crossroads. As tech 
nological innovations displace traditional philosophies, the golfing community has splintered into
two deeply combative factions: the old school teachers and players who believe in feel, artistry,
and imagination, and the technical minded who want to remake the game around data. In Golf’s
Holy War, “an obvious hole in one for golfers and their coaches” (Publishers Weekly, starred
review), Brett Cyrgalis takes us inside the heated battle playing out from weekend hackers to
PGA Tour pros.At the Titleist Performance Institute in Oceanside, California, golfers clad in full 
body sensors target weaknesses in their biomechanics, while others take part in mental
exercises designed to test their brain’s psychological resilience. Meanwhile, coaches like
Michael Hebron purge golfers of all technical infor mation, tapping into the power of intuitive
physical learning by playing rudimentary games. From historic St. Andrews to manicured
Augusta, experimental com munes in California to corporatized conferences in Orlando, William
James to Ben Hogan to theoretical physics, the factions of the spiritual and technical push to
redefine the boundaries of the game. And yet what does it say that Tiger Woods has
orchestrated one of the greatest comebacks in sports history without the aid of a formal coach?
But Golf’s Holy War is more than just a book about golf—it’s a story about modern life and how
we are torn between resisting and embracing the changes brought about by the advancements
of science and technology. It’s also an exploration of historical legacies, the enriching bonds of
education, and the many interpretations of reality.

“What Brett does in this book is really sensational. . . . It’s an excellent read and you’ll definitely
enjoy it. . . . In this time when we are pondering the role of data, technology, and science in golf, I
just couldn’t think of a better book to read.”—Geoff Shackelford, The Shack Show“Thought 
provoking and comprehensive . . . The author is a serious, intellectually curious writer, and he
incorporates quotes and references from many notables including Albert Einstein, William
James, Babe Ruth, and Sigmund Freud. Golf’s Holy War is truly unlike any golf book you have
read, and one that will be talked about for some time.”—Les Shupak, The Met Golfer“A
fascinating look at where technological innovation and hallowed tradition meet in the golf
world . . . An obvious hole in one for golfers and their coaches.”—Publishers Weekly (starred
review)“Brett Cyrgalis has written a highly entertaining, very smart book about a maddening,
very stupid game. You should read it.”—James Patterson“Somehow, this guy gathered an all 
world foursome—Sigmund Freud, Babe Ruth, William James, Ben Hogan—in one book. That
alone makes it worth the price of admission. Along the way, he goes deep on golf’s most



perplexing question: is the game an art, or a science? The answer is yes! Golf’s Holy War shows
and tells how and why with rare, true depth.”—Michael Bamberger“Brett Cyrgalis understands
that golf is about balancing dualities. Intellect and emotion, consciousness and
unconsciousness, data and anecdote, art and science. The correct blends remain fluid and
mysterious, although a recent tidal wave of advances has seen key elements of the game
quantified like never before. Can golf’s maddening code be cracked? Through penetrating
portraits of a well chosen collection of pivotal innovators—some famous, some obscure, all
consequential and fascinating—Cyrgalis has expertly connected the right dots to contribute a
sophisticated and timely state of the game. Of course the mystery endures, but rarely has a golf
writer been as illuminating.”—Jaime Diaz“There is intellectual power in solitude, and yet PGA
Tour practice facilities are crowded with theorists, pseudo scientists and teachers, making the
practice ranges at Tour events not a place of discovery, but of danger. It’s there that athletes are
trading their genius for the ideas of others and losing the intuition that made them great. Golf’s
Holy War describes this battle like an entrenched journalist describing a war.”—Brandel
Chamblee“Golf’s Holy War is a fascinating read for anyone who cares about the state of the
contemporary game. A tidal wave of science has washed over the sport in recent years,
threatening the foundations of the game’s traditions and the defenders of its more mystical
qualities. Brett Cyrgalis investigates the ripples it has caused, from the teaching of the golf
swing, and the fitness and strategy of the game’s best players, to the design and maintenance of
golf courses.”—Tom Doak“Brett’s book is really impressive—thoughtful, very well written, with a
really fresh perspective on the game.”—Sam Weinman of Golf Digest“Golf’s Holy War is a
wonderful survey of the emotional and technical sides of today’s game. Worth buying and
reading.”—Bradley S. Klein on Twitter“A very rewarding read . . . I learned about so many people I
had never come across in any other book or any other medium. . . . It has made the whole golf
universe that much richer for me. I greatly enjoyed it. I think any avid golfer or golf fan will enjoy
it.”—Phil Landes, aka “Big Randy,” on No Laying Up’s Trap Draw podcastAbout the AuthorBrett
Cyrgalis is a veteran sports writer who worked for the New York Post for fourteen years, covering
almost all major sporting events from the Stanley Cup final to the US Opens in golf and tennis.
His work has also appeared in The New York Times and Golf Digest, among other publications.
He is an accomplished golfer and lives on Long Island. 
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A. K. Berg, “For the golf aficionado. Golf's Holy War is a terrific read, but not for the casual fan.
Some familiar material is covered here but some fascinating characters you might not have
heard of      all in the quest for the Holy Grail, mastery of the most confounding game ever foisted on
mankind. A few minor quibbles   Dr. Rotella is a "highly trained psychotherapist " not a
psychoanalyst. And chapter on Hogan covered biographical material already familiar to almost
all potential readers.  Highly recommended.”

Dr Brian Keating, “The science of soul searching. I loved this book, for reasons that surprised
me...as a physicist, I was most interestedin the technical improvements in the game of golf over
the past 20 years. I expectedthat aspect to be the most fascinating. But in reality, the 'soul
searching' aspect of thebook was even more enthralling and I was delighted to learn about the
personalities behindthis ancient sport.Certainly Lewis's MONEYBALL is a comparable book to
GOLF'S HOLY WAR. But in reality,this book also was reminiscent of David Kaiser's HOW THE
HIPPIES SAVED PHYSICS.Both books tell the stories of iconoclastic devotees to their
professions and it was delightfulto see the connections between physics and the spiritual side of
a wonderful walk wasted!”

grandpa jack, “Best golf read in a long time!. I just finished my best golf read since Golf in the
Kingdom. Your Golf's Holy Wars has rekindled in me the real reason that I play (and read about)
the game, that it is timeless. Time stands still while playing.Your book brought back memories
from seeing Jack at an exhibition in Green Bay as a lad to spending a morning with Micheal
Murphy (and not knowing what questions to ask) while manning a Shivas booth at the
Milwaukee golf show many years ago.Thanks for a great read!”

Ducksrunner, “Spiritual book.. My father in law is a semi pro golfer. He lives his life to play, watch,
and read about golf. He said he cried after finishing the book. He absolutely loved it. He's more
of a "feel it" type player and less of a focus on technique. Don't get me wrong  his technique is
outstanding and he's an amazing golfer. But this is definitely not a scientific breakdown of stance
and swing.”

P. Flanagan, “100% Recommend. A very unique approach to telling the stories of the people
who have, and who are still, shaping the game. Sets itself apart from other golf books by
surveying the people and ideas that have come and gone over the years. Best golf book I have
read in many years.”

Mark, “Golf is meant for walkin’. Great book. When there’s a battle, I’m all in with Michael
Murphy and his followers. Glen Albaugh will also be one of my Generals. Mike Hebron also
helps all golfers reach their destinations.”



Steven Stokley, “Great book for golf nuts. Better book than expected.”

Walter Butler, “Doubtful premise. Decent enough book, but it I'm not entirely sure that the
premise upon which it is based, that two particular books are responsible for the differing camps
in golf, i.e. science versus talent and art. Just my opinion.”

The book by Brett Cyrgalis has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 151 people have provided feedback.
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